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During the MAP/WINE campaign in winter 1983/84 several instrumental techniques,
such as meteorological rockets, sounding rockets, MST radar and incoherent scatter radar,
were applied to measure wind velocities in the middle atmosphere. Profiles of mean, tidal and
fluctuating wind velocities were obtained up to 90 - 100 km altitude. These are compared with
profiles from models, measurements at other locations and at other times as well as satellite-
derived data. The results are discussed in terms of ageostropic winds, planetary waves, tidal
modes and the possibility of a saturated gravity wave spectrum in the mesosphere.
Observations of mean, tidal and fluctuating winds in the lower thermosphere and middle
atmosphere during MAP/WINE
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Pigure 2. Distribution in time of wind profiles obtained during the period of rocket launched at
And6ya (69°N, 16°E). Total number of measurements used for mean wind reduction (right
panel): rocket measurements (blank), MST radar (vertically dashed), EISCAT (horizontally
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Figure 4. The cstima1_l prevailing wind field above And0ya. Arrows indicate magnitude and
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Figure 5. Mean wind profiles during MAP/WINE and at Poker Flat. Meteorological rockets,
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Figure 7. Horizontal wind vectors on 21 ./_mu_my1984. Horizont_lc Wlnclvc_z_n (SUdwind:
nach ob_n, Wcstwind: nach rechts) am 21 Januar gemessen mit dem SOUSY-MST radar
(oben) und m=te_)mlogisch=n Rakctcn (untcn). Meyer [1988].
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Figure 9. Zonal velocity profiles measured with EISCAT using the matched filter velocity
esumates (solid curve 1111 - 1120 UT, dashed curve 1131 - 1140 UT) and falling sphere
MF30 (1107 UT) and chaff MC08 (1131 UT) during metrocket salvo 1 on 21 January 1984.
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Figure 10. From J. R6ttger and W. Meyer.
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Figure 11. Profiles of amplitude and phase (hour of maximum velocity) of zonal (dashed bars)
and menm_ (continuous bars) semidiurnal velocity components deduced from all incoherent
scatter radar, meteorological rocket and MST radar data. The special characters indicate the
maximum of the meridional tidal component (if only zonal components were available, they
were shifted by 3 h) obtained from: • Forbes model at 70°N during December solstice [Forbes
and Gillette, 1982]; × winter average of Garchy (48°N) [Fellous et al., 1975]; + average over
two winters in Saskatoon [Manson et al, 1983]; 4 vector average over four winters in
Saskatoon [Manson et al., 1983]; O S-day global average deduced from ATMAP high latitude
data (> 43 °) of December 1983 [Forbes, 1985]. J. R/Sttger and W. Meyer.
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Pigur¢ 15. Height profiles of mean
horizontal wind fluctuations. H.
Hau and W. Meyer.
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Figure 17. Velocity variability,mcan wind and horizontal acceleration. (a) (links):
Kurzzcitvariabilitlit dcr zonalcn (durchgczogcn) und mcridionalcn (strichlicrt)
Windkomponcntc fdr Zcitdiffcrcnzcn< 1,5h und 1,5 -5 h (zonal:strich-punkficrt,mc_'idional:
punkticrt)untcr Vcrwcndung von Mcssungcn mit mctcorologischcn Raketcn. (b) (mittc):
mittlcrcrzonalcr(durchgczogcn) und mcridionalcr(s1_ichlicrt)Wind und Brunt-Vliislilti-Pcriod¢
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Figure 18. T'm_ variation of vertical velocity
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Figure 19. Vertical velocities determined
by foil clouds during the fourth salvo
(10 February 1984). On both occasions
the chaff cloud was intercepted by a wave
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b'igure 24. Comparison of observed spectral densities with model spectra [adopted from Smith
et al., 1986]. TH= thermospheric spectrum; M = mesospheric spectrum [both Smith et al.,
1986]; ST = stratospheric spectrum [Dewan et al., 1984]; TR = tropospheric spectrum
[Endlich et al, 1969]; crosses are average of M-F and M-D spectra. Model spectra: dashed line
according to equation (i) with N = 0.02 rad s -1 and dotted line with equation (9) and m, -1 = 5
kin. H. Hass and W. Meyer.
Summary of Middle Atmosphere Dynamics (excl. turbulence) over Northern Scandinavia
during Winter 1983/1984 (MAP/WINE)
*Prevailing Winds:
Zonal component is geostropic, meridional component is ageostropic in mesosphere.
*Indications of Planetary Waves (T~2d?).
*Semidiurnal tide is dominant above mesopause.
,Short-period gravity waves (T<6h) appear to saturate above the lower mesosphere; northern
Europe (MAP/WINE) more "active" than Alaska?
*Indication of momentum deposition by short-period gravity waves.
